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Abstract:
Hyperspectral core imaging reveals continuous, high resolution mineralogical content and textural characteristics of oil/gas core not previously possible. While hyperspectral imaging (or imaging spectroscopy) has existed in its’ current incarnation for some 30 plus years, recent advances in optic and detector design as well as increases in sheer computing power/speed and data storage have ushered in a new generation of rock characterisation. Typically focused on mining applications, the advent of hyperspectral into the oil and gas sector has dominantly been spotty and uneven; a state not consistent with the opportunities afforded by continuous mineralogical characterization and quantification. This work demonstrates a broad survey of hyperspectral capability for identification, speciation, and quantification of both typical oil/gas mineralogy of concern (i.e. clays, carbonates and silicates) as well as species or compositional information (e.g. degree of ammoniation, identification of amorphous silica, and mica, clay and carbonate species) not previously extracted at such fine surface spatial scales and extensive, continuous well-scales. Furthermore, direct detection of hydrocarbons are presented (including the future challenges of better type identifications for carbon-based species). Secondary proxy, derivation and synthesis with other macro and micro analytical analyses will be highlighted including simple synthesis with standard geochemical suites and thin section work up into finer detailed analyses such as Qemscan. Fine and macro-scale textures (including lithological discrimination and quantification such as carbonate grain size calculations) are emphasized; an ability only hyperspectral imaging is capable of at such continuous scales. More complex proxy studies such as relative frackability and net-to-gross calculations are also shown. On-going studies from both North and South American tight shale fields are presented including studies of plays in the Vaca Muerta of Argentina and the Bakken and Eagleford of the United States. More conventional plays are also discussed. Ultimately, this work serves to present what’s broadly possible using hyperspectral imaging for oil/gas applications and to stimulate further research and development of characterization/mapping processes, variable extraction and potential implementations.
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